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Proposed PN Overhead Reduction Scheme (1/3)
Problem - How to share the information in initial CCM block 
between MS and BS when AES-CCM is used for data encryption?

In 16e, PN(4byte),GMH & length of plaintext payload are parameters 
present in initial CCM block

PN is explicitly included in encrypted MPDU for decrypting cipher text

ISSUE : To reduce the encryption (4 byte PN) overhead

Motivation - Sequence number (SN) per flow (e.g. ARQ_SN or
FSN) is present in each MPDU

The SN increments by 1 per MPDU

Define a ROC (roll-over counter; 2bytes) of the SN
ROC is included in the MPDU format explicitly

• Encryption overhead : ROC+ICV = 2+8 bytes
• EKS could be included as 2bits of ROC (e.g. 2bits EKS +14bits ROC)

SN and ROC are used as input values of initial CCM block.

SN & ROC in a MPDU are not encrypted



Proposed PN Overhead Reduction Scheme (2/3)

Figure 1.  Proposed Encrypted Payload Format in AES CCM Mode

Plaintext Payload

Ciphertext Payload ICVROC 
(2 bytes)

EH
SN Other FIelds

Mac 
Header

EncryptedUn-Encrypted
MPDU



Proposed PN Overhead Reduction Scheme (3/3)

ROC maintained per flow
The ROC is the rollover counter for the SN

• When the SN is changed from its Max to 0, the ROC is incremented by 1. 
• Sequence number (e.g. ARQ_SN or FSN) is not applied at a MPDU, 

ROC is incremented at each PDU.

Before the ROC of a Flow overflows, the TEK of the SA to which this 
flow is mapped is updated

If TEK is updated, then the flows mapped to the related SA reset their 
ROC by 0.

0                        2 3                         8 9                 10 11                   12

GMAC Header Reserved ROC Sequence number 

GMAC Header 
omitting HCS 0x000000000000 ROC 0x0000 + 

Sequence number 

Table.1 NONCE Construction for AES CCM Mode

Byte number

Field

contents



Proposed text change in SDD (1/2)

[ Insert the following text in section 10.6.5.1.1 in IEEE 802.16m-08/003r6]
------------------------------- Text Starts --------------------------------
10.6.5.1.1 AES in CCM mode
10.6.5..1.1.1 PDU payload format
The PN size is reduced in 802.16m from 4 bytes to 3 bytes. Further reduction in PN and supporting methods are FFS

For encryption of MPDU based on AES in CCM mode, ROC and Sequence Number of PDU(if present) is used as 
input values for nonce and ROC is appended at MAC PDU format.

ROC is maintained per flow.
When the Sequence number is rolled over, the ROC is incremented.
If Sequence number is not applied at a PDU, ROC is incremented at each PDU. 
The MS shall ensure that a new TEK is requested and transferred before ROC overflows. If ROC overflows without 
new keys being installed, transport communications on that SA shall be halted until new TEKs are installed. If the 
TEK is updated, then the flows mapped to the related SA reset their ROC by 0. Any tuple value of {Flow ID,ROC, 
Sequence number , TEK} shall not be used more than once for the purposes of transmitting data.

The nonce construction for the CCM algorithm defined in IEEE 802.16e is used also for 802.16m

Figure xx.  Proposed Encrypted Payload Format in AES CCM Mode

Plaintext Payload

Ciphertext Payload ICVROC 
(2 bytes)

EH
SN Other FIelds

Mac 
Header

EncryptedUn-Encrypted
MPDU



Proposed text change in SDD (2/2)

The nonce construction for the CCM algorithm defined in IEEE 802.16e is used also for 802.16m
The nonce shall be 13 bytes long as shown in table xx. Bytes 0 through 2 shall be set to the first 3 bytes of the 
generic MAC header (thus excluding the HCS). Bytes 3 through 8 are reserved and shall be set to 0x000000000000. 
Bytes 9 through 10 shall be set to the value of the ROC. Bytes 11 through 12 shall be set to the value of the 
Sequence number if present .

Table.xx. Example of  NONCE for CCM 

Byte number

Field

contents

0                        2 3                         8 9                 10 11                   12

GMAC Header Reserved ROC Sequence number 

GMAC Header 
omitting HCS 0x000000000000 ROC 0x0000 + 

Sequence number 

------------------------------- Text ends --------------------------------
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